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Fed's oil interventions are like smoking "What I'm seeing in the

futures market is I think the effect is inflationary, I'm seeing
what looks like economic boom is possible," Powell said.

Speaking to a gathering of bankers in St Louis, the Fed boss
said he does not think the Fed's interest rate cuts this year and
the economic expansion are "over." Powell expressed similar
views at a news conference after the meeting. "In my view, I

don't think it's over yet," he said. Some investors worry the Fed
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may have overstepped its bounds by trying to help the economy
through the oil price rout, which has hit global economies and
exposed weakness in the US housing market. Oil's fall to $51 a

barrel from $115 a barrel since June has decimated energy
firms and exposed the weakness in the US housing market,

which has been a drag on the economy for years. But the Fed is
taking a long view of the situation, Powell said. "I'm looking at

how we think about what happens in energy," he said. "Our
central view is that if oil prices go down, we do feel that's a

good thing for the economy and it's good for employment." "I
think we have to make sure we get oil

Apps. Download any App on Xiaomi MIUI via Google Play or APKMirror. Ravel Studio Take on ‘Ravel’ Ravel Studio
continues their series of CIG’s other projects and in this week’s teaser video, we’re given a brief glimpse of “Ravel”, the next

ship coming to the Star Citizen Alpha 3.0 universe. After helping the Boulle family recover a stolen trebuchet from the middle
ages, you’ll be taken back to the present, where your legacy is put to a test as you’re approached by the authorities for help. “The

simple idea is that you’re in space, you’ve gone to investigate a ship that’s gone missing, and you’re investigating a ship that’s
kind of in a bit of distress,” Senior Producer Sean Tracy said. “It’s a little more action-oriented than an investigative mission.”
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Star Citizen Alpha 3.0 is currently scheduled to be released in just under three weeks’ time, on Tuesday the 20th of May. Star
Citizen Alpha 3.0’s free upgrade will give backers of the base game the chance to try out the new features like the new flight

model and planets, as well as the new gameplay mechanics like multi-crew. To learn more about “Ravel” and Star Citizen Alpha
3.0 in general, make sure to check out the official website here. You can also follow the development progress of “Ravel” on

Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Reddit.Q: Can't go back in viewpager I'm using viewpager in my fragment. The pager is
created in a fragment. when I swipe my pager, it goes to the next page, but when I swipe back, it goes to the prev page. I want to
swipe back without using this code. pager.setCurrentItem(pager.getCurrentItem() - 1); this code make it go back and forth. How
can I stop it? A: Using the code you supplied will not allow you to go back and forth, it will go to the last page which is the 2nd

page in your example. You have two choices, either create your own PagerAdapter 2d92ce491b
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